




















































Towards a Framework for Teaching Artificial Intelligence to a Higher
Education Audience
BECKY ALLEN, ANDREW STEPHEN MCGOUGH, and MARIE DEVLIN, Newcastle University, UK
Artificial Intelligence and its sub-disciplines are becoming increasingly relevant in numerous areas of academia as well as industry
and can now be considered a core area of Computer Science [84]. The Higher Education sector are offering more courses in Machine
Learning and Artificial Intelligence than ever before. However, there is a lack of research pertaining to best practices for teaching in
this complex domain which heavily relies on both computing and mathematical knowledge. We conducted a literature review and
qualitative study with students and Higher Education lecturers from a range of educational institutions, with an aim to determine
what might constitute best practices in this area in Higher Education. We hypothesised that confidence, mathematics anxiety and
differences in student educational background were key factors here. We then investigated the issues surrounding these and whether
they inhibit the acquisition of knowledge and skills pertaining to the theoretical basis of artificial intelligence and machine learning.
This article shares the insights from both students and lecturers with experience in the field of AI and machine learning education,
with the aim to inform prospective pedagogies and studies within this domain and move towards a framework for best practice in
teaching and learning of these topics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) endeavors to not only try to understand what constitutes intelligence, but to
create and build intelligent systems [77]. Within the field of AI there are a number of specific application areas such as
robotics and computer vision as well as domains such as machine learning (as shown in Figure 1). Machine learning is
“a branch of artificial intelligence that allows computer systems to learn directly from examples, data, and experience”
[93]. This capability enables computers to perform tasks by learning from data instead of using pre-programmed rules.
Within machine learning, is the field of deep learning which has contributed to the resurgence in the use of AI due to
its advances and phenomenal successes in fields such as computer vision, boosting the application of this technology
within industry and increasing the popularity of the subject amongst students. For the sake of clarity, AI will be used to
denote courses encompassing machine learning and deep learning throughout this paper, without loss of generality.
Individuals with knowledge and experience of AI are highly sought after within industry and the current skills
shortage within this sector is becoming an increasing problem for recruiters, with the demand for specialists rising
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Fig. 1. Overview of AI, Machine Learning and Deep Learning (based on [15][48])
as the UK digital economy grows [26], the same trend is assumed for the rest of the world. Interest in this subject at
Higher Education (HE) level is also increasing, resulting in many educational institutions offering some form of AI
course, for example, in the UK in 2017 there were twenty-six universities offering undergraduate courses in AI and
more than thirty graduate programmes running across twenty universities [42]. More recent findings in 2021, suggest
that there is a demand to expand places by a “five to tenfold increase” [94]. However, whilst the uptake of AI courses
has been increasing steadily, the number of students taking such courses is still not enough to fill the UK skills gap
and “estimates both of potential and predicted growth in the use of AI in the UK would require significant increases in
numbers at both levels [Undergraduate and Postgraduate] to be realised in practice” [35]. There is a similar trajectory
in the US and European Union [85], 93% of US and UK organisations state that they consider AI to be a priority to their
business, however 51% acknowledge that they do not have the right amount of staff to implement their AI strategies [8].
Two issues that may impact on attracting and retaining students within this topic are 1. the best practices in pedagogy
to teach the specialist skills required are still relatively unexplored, 2. AI is an advanced subject that combines aspects
from both mathematics and computer science where students may lack confidence in their ability to do well in such
courses, especially if they suffer from mathematics anxiety or have a general lack of confidence in their technical skills.
Mathematics anxiety “involves feelings of tension and anxiety that interfere with the manipulation of numbers and the
solving of mathematical problems” [73]. The level of mathematics and computer science required to understand and
execute machine learning is often not taught within a single course. The level of technical skills required by the student
is determined by the type of AI course they are undertaking. There are two main strands of AI education, how to apply
these techniques and how to create and innovate new AI methodologies. The prerequisites will differ based upon the
type of AI course with the latter requiring greater in-depth mathematical knowledge.





















































Towards a Framework for Teaching Artificial Intelligence to a Higher Education Audience 3
1.1 Case Study Overview
In our study, qualitative research and existing studies have been used to determine the opinion in the scholarly
community regarding this technology. Determining any misconceptions prospective AI students may have will help
to identify the already embedded mental model and inform on the need to clarify any misinterpretations. Gaining a
greater understanding of the opinions of AI may also lead the development of strategies to encourage more people to
become skilled – thus accommodating the rising demand. The case study will aim to provide findings relating to the
two issues identified in the previous section in relation to attracting and retaining students.
Recent surveys undertaken by Cameron [12] and Ipsos MORI [45] indicate that individuals who could be deemed
“digital natives”, a term coined by Prensky [68] to indicate individuals who grew up with computer and internet
access, are more familiar with the term machine learning. These studies also indicated that the participants were not
particularly interested in how machine learning worked, this was “in part due to the complexity of the technology
being something they assumed they would not be able to understand” [12]. The opinion that machine learning is too
complex to understand may be an issue with the recruitment of appropriate candidates to courses. It may also lead to
confidence issues amongst students who are undertaking an AI module but who are not specialists in computer science
and are studying another domain.
Investigating the prior mathematics attainment level of students on AI courses, alongside the current UK HE offerings
in mathematics could determine whether there are any topics or skill gaps which could lead to difficulties for students
taking these courses. Data science courses were also reviewed as this field is “still in its formative period” [98] and
there is yet to be a definitive definition of the tools and methods within this discipline, however, some data scientists
are competent in machine learning [28].
We set out to understand some of the barriers students may face when trying to learn AI. We particularly focused
on confidence level and self-efficacy and how this might impact their willingness or ability to learn. Steven [88],
advises that “there will rarely be only one barrier facing a particular group,” instead students are perhaps encountering
a number of barriers which may amalgamate. Prior research pertaining to barriers students may face often use a
deficit model, where the underrepresented group are charged with overcoming these issues, “rather than assessing
the impact of institutional infrastructure, entry requirements, course structure and student experience” [88]. We also
investigated metacognition which is our “ability to articulate and regulate the mental processes that we use to construct
our knowledge, understanding and skills” [58]. Metacognition, self-regulation and self-efficacy are concepts which have
been identified to “help students to organize their study activity independently and effectively” [14]. We decided to
look at these factors as well as the personal experiences and capabilities of the students themselves. To do this we used
AI/machine learning modules at three different universities as our case studies. In the case studies we used student
questionnaires, observation, and interviews with the lecturers within two undergraduate modules and one postgraduate
module, however there were limitations to data collection due to student participation being optional.
We believe that the identification of the threshold conceptswithin this domainwill enable better teacher understanding
of the specific topics that can cause students difficulty and help guide future learning design and best practice. Threshold
concepts often cause difficulty for students but can also lead to greater understanding of key ideas within the field of AI
if taught effectively. Walker [96] advises that threshold concepts are usually the parts of the course where students
‘get stuck’ and that they can be regarded as a “particular state of expert knowledge.” Students who have not yet fully
understood a threshold concept attempt to learn new ideas in a more disjointed manner as they cannot yet integrate





















































4 Allen, McGough and Devlin
this new concept into their way of thinking. Students with sophisticated metacognition will be equipped to navigate
through threshold concepts as metacognitive processes are “associated with enhanced cognitive performance” [58].
Once the threshold concept has been comprehended, the student can then integrate different aspects of the overall
subject into their analysis of problems [51]. Preparing for threshold concepts within lessons should ensure that lecturers
can implement strategies to aid students when they encounter these concepts, demonstrating that they can tolerate
learner confusion [21] and help them formulate differing approaches to better student understanding. Students’ can often
have a muddied path towards learning which, unless communicated to the lecturer, can often lead to miscommunication
regarding student progress [57].
This paper contributes to the limited research relating to teaching AI and outlines an initial framework of the best
practices for teaching in this domain through identification of barriers students encounter within AI courses. To aid the
design of our study we reviewed previous work in the area. Section 2 provides a literature review relating to education
and the potential barriers students and lecturers may face. Section 3 details the research methods used in this study to
determine the current provision relating to AI education and experiences of students and lecturers. Section 4 describes
the current pedagogical offerings within this domain and the results from student and lecturer interaction. Sections 5, 6
and 7 discuss the overall findings of the research, the limitations of this study and future work.
2 BACKGROUND
A literature review was carried out to determine current practice and existing research within the field of AI and
education. Keywords were identified to construct a search strategy pertaining to AI, these included ‘artificial intelligence’
and disciplines within this field including ‘machine learning’, ‘deep learning’ and ‘data science’. The field of data science
was included as it can cover a multitude of topics from collecting, cleaning and analysing data and often application of
a range of machine learning techniques [78].
The term Artificial Intelligence was conceived of in 1956 at the birthplace of the field, Dartmouth College, by John
McCarthy. Alongside colleagues McCarthy hosted a two-month project relating to the study of AI. Following a number
of successes, AI became a booming industry during the 1980’s, however companies failed to deliver on their excessive
promises leading to what was termed the “AI Winter” [77]. However, recent changes in technology and the arrival of
Big Data [59] has led to a resurgence in AI popularity and it is now viewed as a solution to a large range of problems,
consequently becoming embedded within the infrastructure of a range of industries.
Due to the AI resurgence, inclusion of AI within the HE computer science curricula has been expanding and the
popularity of these courses fast increasing with a number of universities now offering AI specialisms. However, there
is a need for more AI based courses, including MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) and continuing professional
development courses to increase the number of people trained with these specialist skills [35]. To take advantage of AI
technology, and for this domain to be widely accepted and disseminated, a significant proportion of the population need
to be trained in this area [53]. Relatively little research has been undertaken regarding the best practice for teaching AI,
with an increasing demand for graduates with these skills it is important to analyse how these topics are currently
being taught and gain comprehension of the staff and student experience.
A review of the recent literature produced very little in terms of identifying educational best practice relating to AI,
we therefore widened our search to include related topics within computer science, particularly data science courses.
We felt this would give a clearer understanding of the difficulties faced by students of similar topics, which may also
arise on an AI course. We also identified current practice within computing education leading us to the hypothesis that
mathematics anxiety and low confidence may be a deterrent to studying AI and may also cause difficulties for students





















































Towards a Framework for Teaching Artificial Intelligence to a Higher Education Audience 5
on these courses. It has been shown that self-efficacy and self-regulation are intrinsically linked to mathematics anxiety
[47], therefore strategies to improve student self-efficacy, in turn leading to further self-regulation may be an appropriate
mitigation strategy. Academic self-regulation involves awareness and orientation of both cognitive and metacognitive
processes alongside execution of appropriate learning strategies to achieve specific learning outcomes [47][65]. Even if
the hypothesis of mathematics anxiety does not hold true, improving student self-efficacy and self-regulation will better
equip students in their learning. Identifying the potential threshold concepts is an important step towards a framework
of best practice within AI as it will enable course leaders to focus on topics which are integral to understand the field
[21] and plan strategies to ease the students through the transitional liminal space.
2.1 Overcoming Mathematics Anxiety and Improving Student Confidence
2.1.1 What is Mathematics Anxiety? Mathematics anxiety can be related to a number of negative consequences
including avoidance of subjects which contain elements of mathematics [2] and can affect the success of the most
intelligent and determined students [44]. Mathematics anxiety is a prevalent issue in the UK, with around 20% of people
experiencing difficulties in this area, the percentage rises to up to 35% among the younger population [6]. The variability
of course cohorts in respect to societal and educational environmental background has also been shown to be linked
with educational motivation constructs including self-efficacy and anxiety relating to mathematics [54]. For example,
mathematics self-efficacy and anxiety can be related to the “notion of culturally diverse sources of self-formulation” [54].
In turn, there is a correlation between anxiety and self-efficacy and the influence on academic performance, particularly
in mathematics [46]. One of the possible factors of this is that students who possess a high level of self-efficacy usually
show greater persistence and more sustained effort when faced with educational challenges [67]. A study by Hunt et al.
[43] into mathematics anxiety levels within the British undergraduate student population indicated that “maths[sic]
anxiety was significantly greater in women than men.” An unanticipated finding from the study by Hunt et al. was
the prevalence of mathematics anxiety among students studying within the science faculty, this was higher than
anticipated. An analysis of current AI education provision will determine the expectation of mathematics skill level for
students within this domain as well as identify specific mathematical content taught within these modules. Determining
demographics, mathematics attainment level and confidence in mathematics skills with case study participants will
identify a profile relating to mathematics for the cohorts studying on these specific AI modules.
2.1.2 Strategies to Alleviate Mathematics Anxiety. A number of strategies to alleviate mathematics anxiety have been
trialed. These interventions include strategies aimed at affecting the whole class through curriculum changes and
experimentation with differing psychological treatments [40][72][79]. Psychological interventions in the literature
varied between behavioural strategies aimed at alleviating negative emotions towards mathematics and cognitive
models which attempted to relieve concerns expressed by the student [40]. Psychological treatments which proved the
most effective in tackling this anxiety included systematic desensitization, increased mathematics exposure, anxiety
management and relaxation training [40][72]. One of the main shortcomings of these methods is the requirement of
specially trained staff who may not be available to carry this out. Lowering student levels of mathematics anxiety can
show improvement and increases to mathematics assessment scores [40]. Ramirez [72] suggests that poor self-regulatory
processes in students can lead to lower perception of personal competence. Implementing strategies for improving
students’ self-efficacy may ease mathematics anxiety and boost student confidence in their mathematics ability, this is
relevant to the issues outlined in the Introduction which may impact on attracting and retaining students. Classroom
interventions and curriculum strategies aimed at reducing mathematics anxiety include the use of games and interactive





















































6 Allen, McGough and Devlin
platforms, providing specialist equipment and using different techniques for delivery of course material (e.g. group work
or tutorials) [40][72]. Refreshing the format of lessons is an easy objective, likewise the use of interactive platforms and
peer interaction may provide an attainable way to reduce mathematics anxiety within AI courses. We investigated
the prevalence of this approach within the case study. Differing pedagogical approaches relating to changing student
mind-set have also been trialed such as changing the perception of failure as an important positive learning process
and the viewing of mathematical problems as a challenge rather than a threat [72]. To identify cognitive changes in
students, lecturers need to be familiar with a range of learning interventions, such as; determining a student’s prior
understanding when they are approaching a task, having a comprehensive understanding of the material so that they
can provide meaningful and challenging experiences to ensure progressive development and identifying when a student
has completed the learning outcomes [37].
Approaches such as retesting and self-paced learning have been shown to reduce a student’s mathematics anxiety [44].
Retesting is a tool used to motivate students to relearn to a mastery level, skills and concepts which they had not initially
fully comprehended [50]. Self-paced learning can alleviate mathematics anxiety through alignment with learning goal
orientation instead of performance goal orientation [44]. These approaches will be considered for implementation if a
prevalence of mathematics anxiety is found in the case study. The use of distance learning incorporating technology
has also been shown to be a successful strategy due to the “anonymity of an online course” [44]. Distance learning
can be thought of as the provision of education at a geographically distant location, it often encompasses different
learning mediums to provide a range of educational circumstances [62]. Taylor and Mohr [89] created an online distance
learning mathematics course which used student centered strategies such as informal language, relevant contextual
materials and reflective practice techniques with the dual aim of improving students’ mathematics knowledge as well
as alleviating mathematics anxiety. 90% of the students reported that the course had improved their confidence relating
to mathematics. This research also suggested that distance learning may be more encouraging for students who are
reluctant to discuss their past mathematics issues within a classroom environment.
2.1.3 Key Points. The presence of mathematics anxiety can impact upon the attainment of students and is interlinked
with self-efficacy, a construct which also influences performance. Therefore, it is important within the case study to
determine the pervasiveness of mathematics anxiety within current AI cohorts. There are a number of approaches
to alleviating mathematics anxiety such as psychological interventions, pedagogical approaches and self-paced and
distanced learning. Distance learning as a method for alleviating mathematics anxiety seems the most relevant approach
in relation to AI at HE level as this approach can encompass a number of the other strategies such as retesting, self-paced
learning and interactive games. The use of this method may play a key role in the framework for teaching AI as a
learning resource to assist lecturers in leveling up student’s mathematics knowledge. Tackling mathematics anxiety
is pivotal as it can impact upon other areas of study which contain threshold concepts with some form of numerical
content [70]. If the threshold concepts within this domain are identified and have a mathematics focus, then strategies
can be implemented to assist the learner in mastering the threshold concept.
2.2 Threshold Concepts
Threshold concepts can be identified through a set of characteristics which define them as core concepts which
potentially impede learning. These characteristics are defined as transformative, irreversible, integrative, bounded and
potentially troublesome [61]. The main property of a threshold concept is its transformative nature, ensuring that a
previously inaccessible way of thinking about a specific topic occurs. The irreversible tendency of threshold concepts





















































Towards a Framework for Teaching Artificial Intelligence to a Higher Education Audience 7
ensures that once a topic is understood it cannot be ‘unlearned.’ Comprehension of a topic considered a threshold
concept can reveal relationships between subject areas which were previously thought of as disparate, however threshold
concepts can also be bounded, meaning that each concept does not generally explain the complete discipline. The basis
of a threshold concept is that it is inherently troublesome to learn, sometimes the concept may be counter-intuitive to
beliefs a student may already have regarding a specific subject [4].
The key threshold concepts relating to AI have not yet been clearly determined. Identifying the troublesome aspects
of this field will enable greater understanding of the difficulties both students and lecturers may encounter within
education in this domain. Awareness of these threshold concepts may also signpost possible strategies for lecturers
to implement to aid students in overcoming these difficulties. For example, object-oriented programming has been
identified as a threshold concept in computing through interviews with students, this enabled instructors to blend this
concept within a context which may be more easily understood [9]. A threshold concept is rarely acquired straightaway
but requires an amount of time for the student to make the transition. This transition period is referred to as the liminal
space and it is in this point that a student is likely to encounter difficulties, including a significant emotional reaction to
this transition [76]. A consequence that is important to consider is that surface level learning may occur as a result
of lecturers incorrectly assuming that students have overcome a threshold concept [9]. Chin [16] defines a student’s
approach as surface learning when they “tend to memorise discrete facts, reproduce terms and procedures through rote
learning” and the student fails to link the specific exercise in relation to their wider learning. Correlating new learning
with previous knowledge may be an important aspect of learning AI and overcoming threshold concepts, particularly
in respect to prior learning in mathematics. Implementing custom learning designs to support students through the
threshold concepts may include a heavier focus on improving students’ metacognition and self-efficacy to give them
the tools and confidence to push through the threshold concept and support their transition to assimilated knowledge.
2.3 Metacognition, Self-Efficacy and Self-Regulation
“Metacognition refers to the ability to reflect upon, understand, and control one’s learning” [81]. This is an important
technique which enables learners to self-monitor and self-regulate to advance a skill set [80]. The aim of metacognition
is to aid individuals in their awareness, allowing them to plan and monitor their learning, which can directly improve
their performance [81]. Metacognition also encompasses the relationship “between a student’s confidence and their
performance [55]. Self-efficacy and confidence measures are related as students are inherently required to express a
level of confidence when solving a specific problem posed to them, moreover students’ self-judgements of their own
confidence level implores the student to monitor their metacognition [86]. Confidence as a construct ‘represents an
accumulated experience that is used profitably in the process of decision-making’ [86]. Therefore, issues relating to
confidence level can adversely affect student decision making, hindering learning progress as students may wrongly
assess their confidence level.
Understanding any deficits students have in their self-regulating techniques may help to inform pedagogical methods
to aid students in overcoming threshold concepts. For example, helping students to reflect on their learning may
highlight specific areas which require further attention. Self-regulation entails the “monitoring and managing of one’s
cognitive processes” as well as control over factors such as emotions, behaviour and environment pertaining to learning
[63]. We believe that the processes and understanding which occur through self-regulation may aid students in their
navigation of the liminal space when acquiring a threshold concept. This is out of scope for this study; however, it is to
be explored at a later date.





















































8 Allen, McGough and Devlin
2.3.1 Strategies to Improve Metacognition, Self-Efficacy and Self-Regulation. The proliferation of technology within
learning has enabled various new learning techniques to be trialed. The use of this technology can improve student
self-monitoring through the use of quizzing with immediate feedback and gamification. These techniques have also
been linked with motivation through new insights into the human reward system, findings demonstrate that motivation
provided by games of chance generate additional dopamine [49].
There are a number of strategies based around the concept of improving student’s metacognition and ability to
self-regulate their learning, one of these is the use of problem-posing education, recommended by Freire [30] as opposed
to banking education, where education becomes an act of depositing information [31]. Problem-posing education
bolsters students critical thinking and “stimulates true reflection and action upon reality” [30]. Teaching metacognitive
strategies within the context of the specific course discipline has shown impressive results in that students who
participated in this particular study achieved significantly higher grades than non-participants [95]. The metacognitive
strategies used included social interactions which promote the transfer of high-level thinking skills based upon advice
and guidance from the instructor [95].
We sought to identify the current learning strategies students apply, through the use of questionnaires and observation.
We feel that improving learning skills alongside instruction relating to the field may help students through the liminal
space and conquer the threshold concepts within this domain. To determine the best practices within AI education, we
also felt it was necessary to investigate current practices within computing and data science.
2.4 Programming and Data Science Education
Teachers in computing have previously sought to identify some of the issues faced by students when learning computing
concepts and techniques. Dale [24] posted an online questionnaire for lecturers asking what they determined the most
difficult topic to teach in an introductory computer science course. The research identified four main areas including
problem solving, programming, object-oriented design and lack of student maturity. The difficult nature of learning to
program has also been acknowledged alongside the high dropout rates for such courses [75][71], and is pertinent to
AI education as programming skills are required. Awareness of the importance of student engagement and student
variation requires teachers to be adaptable to meet students’ needs, it is also important to recognise that specific topics
will require longer and greater emphasis than others [76]. This study aims to identify which topics within this domain
will require greater emphasis.
2.4.1 Programming. Most undergraduate computer science courses include modules that specify a teaching of theory,
the propositional knowledge and practical application of that theory to ensure procedural knowledge [90]. Questioning
and exploration of concepts through computational modelling and programming enables students to increase their
engagement with the theoretical concepts being taught [23]. This is a common pedagogical approach based on
constructivist ideas and active learning [39]. As AI modules are within the computer science domain, we expect AI
courses will follow this practice. However, lack of prior mathematics knowledge needed to comprehend the theoretical
aspects of AI may be exacerbated by the use of programming exercises as students may struggle to identify suitable
models for a specific task or may not understand the architecture of a model and how to program this. Therefore, it is
important for the module leader to identify the level of cohort mathematics skills at the outset of a course. Programming
modules have a number of similarities with AI, including the wide range of abilities and educational backgrounds of
the cohort which can lead to a diverse spectrum of successful and unsuccessful outcomes [75]. In our study, the case
studies from the participating universities enabled identification of cohort diversity relating to prior knowledge and





















































Towards a Framework for Teaching Artificial Intelligence to a Higher Education Audience 9
confidence and the impact this may have on module outcomes. This is discussed in greater detail in the Results and
Analysis section.
There are a number of possible obstacles which can hinder students progressing from novice to expert within
programming including confidence, lack of strategies and mental models [75]. These obstacles can manifest when
students have a lack of social persuasion, such as feedback from influential peers [56] which can boost their self-
efficacy [71], as well as a scarcity of “soft skills” such as goal setting and critical thinking [34]. The potential obstacles
encountered by novice programmers are relevant to all aspects of AI courses due to preconditioned ideas students
may have about the domain and computing and mathematics knowledge from previous courses. For example, logically
verifiable algorithms have been key to the theory of computing practice, however this differs with machine learning as
a typical model is likely abstruse and the verification process “is not a logical proof of correctness” [84].
One key strategy which has been employed to aid students within their progression to expert includes the use of
mental models [71]. A mental model invokes a user’s internal representation of components and rules of a system.
There may be variation regarding the completeness of the model as a synonym for the student’s comprehension of the
modelled domain [13]. A student’s mental model can be enhanced through experiential learning tasks [71]. Research has
shown that a student’s mental model influences their level of self-efficacy and this in turn can affect course performance
[71]. Examining student’s preconceptions of machine learning should allow for a clearer understanding of their mental
model and any misconceptions. We investigated this as part of our research questionnaire, further detailed in the
Methodology section.
2.4.2 Data Science. Data science is a similar topic to AI in terms of content, which relates to data processing [11],
although there is an element of ambiguity related to this term and the technical skills that are required. For example,
companies looking to hire a data scientist will often expect the candidate to be competent in AI [1]. Many data
science courses contain principles related to machine learning [36] and may even cover this topic as part of the course
content. From a technical perspective, data scientists “are seen as experts in advanced computational tools, data mining
algorithms, statistical analysis, and machine learning” [1]. Research related to the teaching of data science has shown
that some courses within this subject do not require students to undertake a course pertaining to probability theory,
multivariate calculus, linear algebra or statistics [1], topics which are characteristically associated with introductory AI
courses. This may lead to students having difficulty comprehending the heavy mathematical theory involved in such
courses.
Recommended practices for teaching a data science course include organising the course around a range of case
studies, writing code live during a lecture and minimisation of the use of mathematical notation and instead, where
possible, using computational approaches such as visualisation [41]. Within the case study, the use of these best practices
will be noted to determine if they are employed when teaching AI.
2.4.3 Programming and Data Science Education Key Points. As AI is often categorized as a form of computing science,
there are a number of inherent similarities within the educational approach, such as a mixture of theoretical and practical
instruction. Potential barriers to high attainment within such courses include the identified difficulty of learning to
program, confidence issues and contention relating to mental models and the influence on self-efficacy. Identified best
practice relating to the teaching of data science include case studies and practical examples. Determining which of
these practices are employed within AI education will help towards the framework for teaching this domain.





















































10 Allen, McGough and Devlin
3 METHODOLOGY
As part of this study, we used five different methods for data collection to determine what might constitute best practice
in AI education. As part of the best practice framework, we wanted to determine if mathematics anxiety was an issue
and potential methods to alleviate this through self-regulation, as well as identify potential threshold concepts within
this domain. One of the main limitations of our study was that participation was voluntary which bounded our response
from particular data collection methods. Baruch [5] conducted a review into reasonable response rate in academic
studies and found that the average response rate for questionnaires was 55%, however they found that in some cases
the response rate was as low as 10%.
One of the research methods for this study was online inquiry relating to institutions offering some form of AI
course to determine what type of courses were available and what form these courses take. We looked at UK, EU and US
institutions who offered courses at HE level as a starting point, with the specific search criteria of entry requirements,
module prerequisites and description of module topics. These search criteria were chosen as we were looking to
determine prerequisite mathematics knowledge required for such courses as well as specific AI content covered. The
systematic search investigated UK universities first, we then covered European and US institutions in a wider search.
3.1 Case Studies
We used case studies at three different universities as a method for this research. We anonymized these as agreed in the
research participation form. One of the universities, university A, is part of the Russell Group which are an “association
of research-intensive universities” [32]. The other two universities, university B and C are within the top one hundred
UK universities guide by The Guardian [91]. The overall aim of the case studies was to comprehend how the subject
was taught at that institution and to determine both student and lecturer opinion. The main methods of data collection
included semi-structured interviews and questionnaires for the lecturers and questionnaires and the one-minute paper
for the students [87]. Observation of lectures was also conducted to collect contextual evidence relating to the student
and teacher experience. The aim was to conduct all of the data collection methods at all three universities; however,
this was limited by the voluntary nature of the study and the level of data collection permitted at each institution. At
university A, the data collected included an interview with the module lead, pre- and post-module questionnaires,
observation and the one-minute paper. Data collection differed at the other two universities, the one-minute paper
was not completed at either and university C did not use the questionnaires, however semi-structured interviews and
observation were completed at both.
3.2 Data Collection Method 1: Online Systematic Review of Modules
To determine the range of AI programmes offered within HE institutions, online information detailing the individual
modules covering the topics of AI, machine learning and deep learning was analysed. For clarity, when discussing AI
programmes this denotes the overall degree, for example MSc Artificial Intelligence. When detailing specific modules
this describes individual courses which comprise the overall degree programme. The search criteria included module
pre-requisites, learning outcomes, content, and structure.
The aim of this analysis was to identify core concepts deemed important in an introductory/advanced course and was
determined by the reoccurrence of specific themes across all courses. Institutions across the UK, US and Europe were
reviewed and specific information recorded included at which level the course was offered (Undergraduate/Postgraduate),
whether the course was compulsory or optional, and prerequisites, course content, structure, and the assessment
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procedure. One of the limitations of this method was the narrow scope of the search, the interdisciplinarity of AI means
that AI is often taught on non-computing courses, such as Business degrees. However, computing departments and the
AI courses they offer were the main focus of this work.
The data enabled comprehension of course leaders’ determination of the importance of particular topics within
AI due to their presence on the unit specification. Relevance of additional resources was also noted to assess the
popularity of differing modes of information delivery such as preference for online information over textbooks. Due to
the limitations of the study, the institutions partaking in this research have been anonymized.
3.3 Data Collection Method 2: Semi-Structured Interview
We identified module leaders for interview during the online research review. In total, twenty-three lecturers were
contacted with five respondents, a response rate of 21%. The five interviews were conducted with AI lecturers from
differing institutions, three of these universities are part of the Russell Group and the further two are former polytechnics,
considered part of the “post-1992” universities, which transformed UK HE through widening participation [82]. As a
consequence of the response to the call for participants, all interviewees worked in UK universities.
The interviews were undertaken in a semi-structured, open-ended style to gain the interviewees’ perspective through
how and what questions [10]. Questions (in appendix) referred to the student cohort, module delivery methods, course
prerequisites, module content and topics which they felt students struggled with. All of the interviews were either
conducted in person face-to-face or via video call. This situational organisation allowed for the observation of body
language and the creation of a safe environment where participants could speak freely [97].
The interviews were also used to identify the lecturers’ perception of key threshold concepts and troublesome
knowledge within the subject domain. This identification is usually the task of the subject instructor and is based on
their experience of teaching in the particular domain of interest [83][25]. Threshold concepts can also be identified
through course participant enquiry, for example, through discipline specific interviews [83].
3.4 Data Collection Method 3:Questionnaires
There were three questionnaires created for this study, one for lecturers who teach some form of AI course and two for
students participating in an AI course. It was important to survey both lecturers and students to gain their perspectives
as “students’ perceptions may be doubted in relation to academics’ perceptions” [18]. The questionnaire for lecturers
was designed to determine the type of courses they teach relating to AI. Questions covered the course requirements,
prerequisite mathematics and programming skills, course content and resources used for additional learning. The
lecturers were also asked, based upon their experience, which topics students tend to have difficulty with (questionnaire
in appendix). The questionnaires were sent alongside an interview request detailed in section 3.3; however, the response
rate was poor at 13%.
Questionnaires designed for students included a preliminary questionnaire for one of the institutions in the case
study, university A, over two separate cohort years, to determine the students’ background, their level of mathematics
and programming competency and their overall expectation of achievement level. Getting students to self-report on
their mathematics knowledge and confidence within this domain is one of the key methods in identifying mathematics
anxiety [72]. The second cohort also received a course completion questionnaire to determine their experience in
learning this topic during the twelve-week MSc course.
Twenty-one students completed the preliminary questionnaire within the first cohort. Within the second cohort,
thirty-five completed the preliminary questionnaire but only seven completed the post-module questionnaire. The





















































12 Allen, McGough and Devlin
response rate for the post-module questionnaire was lower however, there are a number of possible reasons for this
including optional participation. The preliminary questionnaires were completed on paper within class whereas the
post-module questionnaire was online and was brought to the students’ attention around the time of their exam.
The questionnaire, designed for completion at the end of the module was identical for all participating universities
(university A and B) apart from the listed course content. The specific topics from the course were catalogued to assist
the students in determining which they found the most challenging and those they were still unsure about. We wanted
to determine how confident the students felt about applying AI after course completion to provide insight into their
experience on the course. Students were also asked which additional resources they used and how useful they found
these. Demographics such as age and gender were also recorded to determine who is undertaking courses in this
domain as well as students’ educational background, mathematics and programming experience. There were sixteen
respondents from university B. Links to the questionnaires are contained in the appendix.
3.5 Data Collection Method 4: One-Minute Paper
Within the machine learning module at university A, the “one-minute paper” method was employed twice within
the same cohort to gauge how the students were finding the module, (including their perceived difficulty of certain
topics), to aid with the identification of threshold concepts. The one-minute paper is a simple, low-technology technique
for gathering regular feedback from students relating to their learning experiences, by anonymously asking students
simple questions based on their learning experience [17]. The one-minute paper gives students an opportunity to ask
questions which they may have been reluctant to ask within the lecture. Participation in this form of data collection
was higher compared to the questionnaires as students were notified that their responses would determine the content
of the revision session and that questions from the paper would be addressed. Over the two-week period that this
data collection took place, thirty-one students participated out of a class of around fifty. As with all methods of data
collection the one minute paper was optional.
One of the potential benefits of the one-minute paper is its capacity to promote student reflection [87]. Due to the
block taught nature of the participating university, which entails shortened, time intensive modules, delivered one at a
time [27], the same student cohort completed the one-minute paper at the end of each week of lectures which were
held over a two-week period. The module was a masters level course and covered content on both machine learning
and deep learning, culminating in a practical project applying a range of the concepts taught.
As part of the paper students were asked to mark the topics covered in that week’s lectures which they perceived as
the most difficult and to list any subjects which they were still unclear on. To conclude the exercise, students were asked
to rate their confidence in their comprehension of the topics on a scale of one to ten. The confidence scale was included
to comprehend how well the students thought they were understanding and learning the material. The one-minute
paper used can be found in the appendix.
3.6 Data Collection Method 5: Observation
Observation, as a research method, has a number of advantages including the “potential to yield more valid or authentic
data than would otherwise be the case with mediated or inferential methods” [19]. Observation can also provide data
on “interactions, processes and behaviours that goes beyond the understanding conveyed in verbal accounts” [74].
Observations were completed at the three universities in the case studies, two of the modules observed were
undergraduate courses (university B and C) and one at master’s level (university A). Two of the courses were specifically
focused on machine learning (university A and C) and one was an introduction to AI (university B). Overall, thirty
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sessions were observed, fourteen on the block taught postgraduate module at university A, twelve at university B,
which was a semester long module and four at university C which had an alternate structure of lecture then practical
session. An observation guide was created to structure the sessions to note topics, teaching strategies, the lesson content
and interactions between lecturer and student. Any questions students asked pertaining to the material were noted to
gain insight into any difficulties students were encountering.
4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Analysis of the findings from the five data collection methods enabled insights to be drawn regarding the current
educational offerings pertaining to AI. As the study used mixed research methods, mixed methods data analysis was
used to analyse the findings. The data obtained through the systematic search of online information was analysed
through recurrence of specific themes from the search criteria using descriptive statistics techniques such as frequency
distribution [64]. Both interview and observation data were transcribed, segmented, and coded into categories. Standard-
isation was also used for the interview data to ensure it was comparable. Response frequency and thematic occurrence
was used to identify common AI topics which were perceived as troublesome on both the questionnaires and one-minute
papers. Further details on analysis methods will be discussed below.
4.1 Online Information Findings
As part of this study, we conducted online analysis focusing on the UK, as well as the US and European universities,
which were present on top university lists such as the Complete University Guide [20]. Nine were reviewed in depth,
five of the universities are part of the Russell Group which is a “self-selecting body representing Britain’s foremost
research-led universities” [92], another three of the universities are in the Complete University Guide top fifty UK
university league table for 2022 [20] and one of the universities is a well renowned US institution.
From this analysis, modules specific to this domain are offered at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels as both
compulsory and optional modules within a host of degree programmes. Table 1 outlines, to the best of our knowledge,
the current degrees offered by each institution which offer some form of AI module. Some universities, for example
Russell Group #2 and #3 offer interdisciplinary courses such as Computer Science and Philosophy. Students enrolled on
this degree may have differing educational backgrounds which would need to be taken into account when teaching the
more technical material. Table 1 also demonstrates the range and variability of AI modules offered by the universities,
with many also offering specialisations within this field, such as computer vision and robotics.
The majority of these modules require a high level of mathematics knowledge, particularly in probability theory,
calculus and linear algebra. All of which are pertinent to cognition of the theory of AI. In some cases, the institution
required a formal mathematics qualification, however, the majority offer refresher sessions on these topics within the
module content. Based upon this initial analysis, some universities do not require knowledge of statistics for admission
onto their AI modules. This omission may lead to some students struggling to grasp some of the theoretical aspects of
AI, due to its mathematical foundation which could have implications on student confidence and mathematics anxiety.
Module content depended upon the overarching topic of the module for example, artificial intelligence, machine
learning or deep learning andwhether this coursewas introductory or advanced, taught at undergraduate or postgraduate
level. The majority of courses covered some form of supervised and unsupervised learning and specific models such as
convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks. Some universities only list a broad course overview
stating that for instance unsupervised learning will be covered, however some institutions specify individual models
such as recurrent neural networks.





















































14 Allen, McGough and Devlin
Table 1. Prerequisites related to AI modules offered by the researched institutions







and Machine Learning, Computer
Graphics, Vision & Imaging, Data
Science and Machine Learning,
Machine Learning, Robotics and
Computation.
Supervised Learning, Advanced
Deep Learning and Reinforcement
Learning, Advanced Topics in Machine
Learning, Applied Machine Learning,
Graphical Models, Introduction to
Deep Learning.
Level: UG and PG
Basic mathematics, calculus, probability






and Computer Science, Computer
Science and Philosophy.
Machine Learning, Advanced Machine
Learning.
Level: UG and PG
Linear algebra, calculus,
probability theory, continuous
mathematics, design and analysis




Computer Science and Electronics,
Computer Science and Mathematics.
MSc: Digital Health, Data Science,
Financial Technology with Data
Science.
Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence
with Logic Programming, Applied Deep
Learning.










Introduction to Model Based AI,
Introduction to Machine Learning,
Computer Vision, Mathematics for
Machine Learning.
Level: UG and PG






MSc: Data Science, Cloud Computing.
Machine Learning
Level: PG None listed.
US University Computer Science (UG and MS) Machine Learning.Level: Not listed
Knowledge of basic CS principles,




Computing MA, Computing Science
BSc/MEng.MSc: Artificial Intelligence,
Data Science.
Grand Challenges of Computing and
Artificial Intelligence. Level: UG None listed.
Top 50 UK
University #2
BSc: Artificial Intelligence, Computer
Science, Data Science.
MSc: Advanced Computer Science.








BSc: Computer Science Specialisms:
Artificial Intelligence.MSc: Computer
Science, Advanced Computer Science,
Data Science.
Intelligent Systems, Machine Learning
and Computer Vision, Artificial
Intelligence and Robotics.
Level: UG and PG
None listed.
As displayed in Table 2 there is a wide range of variability in content for modules which are offered at similar
education levels. The majority of AI modules are either taught in the final undergraduate year or within a postgraduate
degree. The modules detailed in Table 2 are the same modules as listed in Table 1. The type of module also determines
the complexity of the AI taught, for example more applied modules and introductory courses will not require as much
theoretical knowledge as more advanced courses. Russell Group University #4 offers a specific introductory course
in machine learning which gives a broad overview of the field and acts as a basis on which students can continue
onto more advanced studies. Universities such as Russell Group University #1 and #2 take a more in-depth theoretical
approach, particularly at Russell Group University #1 where the focus is on optimisation and the challenges of the
various machine learning approaches. This variability between institutions, particularly within modules offered at a
similar cohort level (e.g., undergraduate and postgraduate) displays the lack of a discipline specific benchmark necessary
to form a coherent educational approach. This is pertinent as AI, machine learning and probabilistic programming are
now considered major technologies for inclusion, particularly within UK master’s degree programmes [69].
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Table 2. Content specific to modules which focus on machine learning
University Modules Offered Overview of Content
Russell Group University #1 Applied Machine Learning, Advanced Topicsin Machine Learning.
Kernel methods, ICA (Independent Component Analysis), SVM
(Support Vector Machine), regularisation, optimisation, classification,
regression, clustering.
Russell Group University #2 Machine Learning, Advanced Machine Learning.
Supervised learning, unsupervised learning, Bayesian neural networks,
autoencoders, RNN (Recurrent Neural Network), backpropagation,
LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory), CNN (Convolutional Neural Network),
clustering.
Russell Group University #4 Introduction to Machine Learning. Decision trees, k-nearest neighbour, regression, neural networks(perceptron, backpropagation).
Russell Group University #4 Machine Learning.
Supervised learning (regression, decision trees, SVM, k-nearest neighbour),
unsupervised learning, deep learning (CNN, RNN, LSTM, autoencoders)
PCA (Principle Component Analysis).
US University Machine Learning.
Supervised learning (logisitic regression, perceptron, naive Bayes, SVM),
unsupervised learning (clustering, k-means, PCA, ICA), deep learning
(neural networks, backpropagation).
Top 50 UK University
#3 Machine Learning and Computer Vision.
Supervised learning, unsupervised learning, legal and ethical issues
in computer vision.
Assessment methods for these courses predominantly involve an exam and coursework. This form of assessment
allows instructors to examine both the students theoretical understanding as well as their practical application. Within
these modules, the assessment methods often reflect the overall aim of the module, for example, the Applied Machine
Learning module, detailed in Table 2 as offered by the Russell Group University #1 employed a formative assessment
method of three challenges each weighted at 10% for the overall mark. This choice of coursework in conjunction with
summative assessment taking the form of an exam, reflects the modules aim in teaching students how to implement
machine learning in practice. The use of both exam and coursework provides an opportunity for students who may
have low confidence in their technical skills, predominantly assessed through coursework, or mathematics anxiety
related to the theoretical elements of this subject, assessed through the exam, a chance to demonstrate their strengths
within these areas. Therefore, the use of mixed assessment methods may be best practice within AI. Most modules
consisted of both lectures and practical sessions alongside a reading list to provide further guidance and instruction.
These instructional techniques are routine within other computing pedagogies, this will be reviewed in the case studies
to determine its prevalence and use within AI modules.
4.2 Interview Results
The data collected from the semi structured interviews was first transcribed, then segmented into specific descriptive
units, which were “prerequisites”, “pedagogy”, “content” and “perceived difficulties”. These segments were then coded
into more specific categories such as “supervised learning” for the “content” category, then similarities and distinctions
were determined through frequency analysis. Based upon the interviews undertaken, four of the five instructors taught
courses delivered on an undergraduate program. All modules were taught through a mixture of lectures and practical
sessions to enable students to comprehend the theory and then undertake practical examples. One of the interviewees
advised that they “think students learn better by doing something” and that they “try to make it easy to see an end
result” for the practical tasks they set for students, this is an example of implementation of active learning pedagogy
[22].
Module content varied depending upon the overarching theme, however all of the courses contained some form of
supervised and unsupervised learning and instruction on neural networks, implying that these are essential topics for
inclusion on an AI course. 66% of the lecturers stated that students had issues with the theoretical aspects of the course





















































16 Allen, McGough and Devlin
compared to the practical work. The interviewees were questioned on any additional resources they used as part of their
teaching. All respondents stated that they used online resources to supplement material covered within the lectures
and to provide further detail on topics covered. The prevalence of online resources as a learning tool suggests that
this method of instruction provides a useful service to bolster lecture material, the popularity of this method amongst
lecturers may reflect a preference by students for this type of material.
4.3 Questionnaire Results
The questionnaires completed by AI lecturers and students participating in the case studies have been analysed through
descriptive statistics and statistical techniques including analysis of variance to determine any differences among the
groups.
4.3.1 Lecturer Questionnaire. The low response rate to the questionnaire for lecturers teaching AI means that the
results were limited, however they did provide a good indication of the expectations the lecturers have of students, the
type of content they teach and any specific teaching strategies they employ. The majority of the lecturers expected
students to have knowledge of linear algebra, probability theory and familiarity with basic statistics before starting their
module. Results from the frequency analysis indicated that the most commonly taught topics included linear regression,
support vector machines, convolutional neural networks, principal component analysis and Bayesian machine learning.
Respondents also noted that the most common student difficulty was with the mathematical aspects of the module and
identified the importance of real-life examples and practical projects to aid students with their learning.
4.3.2 Pre-Module Student Questionnaire. The pre-module questionnaire was completed within university A. Participat-
ing in the case study were two differing cohorts of students completing the same module. This postgraduate module in
Machine Learning was block taught and covered both machine learning and deep learning. The majority of students on
the course had a mathematics attainment level of A-Level or equivalent at 37%, with mathematics as a major part of
their undergraduate degree the second most frequent at 26%. The participants were asked to rate their confidence in
their mathematics and programming ability on a scale of one to ten (ten being exceptionally confident), the average
confidence level in mathematics was 6.6 and the average confidence in programming was 6.2. The students were also
asked whether they expected to find the theoretical or practical aspect of the module more difficult, 71% selected
theoretical. The mean confidence level for student’s expectation to do well in the module was 6.6.
One-way between groups ANOVA, a statistical test to compare the variance between different groups [66], was
carried out to determine if there was a difference in self-reported mathematics confidence for the different groups of
mathematics attainment. These groups included GCSE, A-Level or equivalent, undergraduate degree and specifically
whether this was in Mathematics. There was no significant difference found, however we did find that the higher the
level of mathematics attainment, the higher the self-reported confidence level. This highlights the variation in students
educational background and the impact this can have on student self-efficacy.
Determining which learning strategies the students were going to use was important to identify which methods they
thought would aid them with their learning. The most popular learning strategies chosen by the students included note
taking, practical exercises and online guidance. The strategies that the participants expressed they would not use were
more holistic strategies such as reflection, goal setting and self-evaluation. As this was a multiple-choice question there
was no scope to ask the reasoning behind their choice. However, this has potential for a future study pertaining to
perceived efficacy of specific learning strategies.
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The students were asked to write a brief description of what they thought machine learning was. There were a
range of answers which were categorised into groups such as “Prediction”, “Modelling” and “Classify data.” The most
populated groups were “Learning/extracting knowledge from data”, “Prediction” and the “Other” category. The “Other”
category was composed of answers which did not fit any other group, answers included “it is used quite widely by a lot
of companies” and “a combination of mathematics and programming.”
4.3.3 Post-ModuleQuestionnaire. There were two post-module questionnaires, one within the Russell Group university
A, Machine Learning postgraduate module and the other at the post 1992 university B undergraduate Artificial
Intelligence module. Both of the questionnaires were identical apart from content listed for the question asking students
which topics they found the most challenging.
The majority of the students from the undergraduate module (university B) had a mathematics attainment level
of GSCE or equivalent at 50%, with the second highest being A-Level or equivalent at 31%. The level of mathematics
confidence was much more evenly spread than the other university, however none of the participants rated their
confidence below a 5. 56% of students found the practical aspects of the module more difficult than the theoretical. The
participants identified the most challenging topics as knowledge representation, search algorithms, k-means algorithm,
artificial neural networks, multi-layer perceptron and backpropagation. The participants identified their most useful
study strategies as note taking and practical exercises, however they also listed more holistic approaches such as goal
setting and reflection.
Within the Russell Group university (university A), the participants of the questionnaire were the same students who
completed the preliminary questionnaire. The participants identified the most challenging topics as backpropagation,
supervised and unsupervised models and deep learning. Supervised and unsupervised models and deep learning are
both broad categories which would require further investigation to determine specific issues within these domains.
There was an even spread between respondents who thought mathematics was challenging and respondents who didn’t
find mathematics difficult, this may reflect the variety of mathematics educational background within this cohort. The
participants identified note taking and practical exercises as the most useful learning strategies.
4.3.4 One-Minute Paper Results. The one-minute paper was completed by one of the cohorts from university A, the
same group of students completed both rounds of the paper. Q1: Which topic(s) did you find the most difficult this week
and Q2: Which topic are you still unsure on, required frequency analysis to determine any unifying concepts which the
students identified as troublesome. Content analysis was achieved on the specific question’s students asked through
open coding, categorisation and frequency of occurrence [19].
The postgraduate Machine Learning module was block taught, lasting a duration of three weeks. Participation in
the one-minute paper was optional and students were asked to complete it after each week of the taught material.
The exercise was not conducted in the third week as this consisted of guest lectures which were not assessed. The
most frequent responses to Q1 were the support vector machine and the multilayer perceptron. The main topics which
students were still unsure on were the convolutional neural network and the recurrent neural network with 22% each,
making up nearly half of the overall responses.
There were two common themes that emerged from Q3: Any specific questions? There was confusion with the
backpropagation algorithm and the students were unsure on feature engineering. 57% of respondents mentioned these
two topics. Students also used this question to request further practical examples within lectures. The average confidence
level in what they had learnt that week was 5.1 in the first week and rose to 6.8 in the second week, although there
was a variation in the confidence levels with some students rating their confidence very low. As the confidence level





















































18 Allen, McGough and Devlin
pertained to the topics covered in each week, this rise may reflect the students finding the second week’s content easier
or the students may have gained more confidence overall within this domain. However, due to the low sample size,
specific causations cannot be determined.
4.3.5 Observation Findings. As a standardised observation guide was used during observation sessions, this ensured
that the results were more easily comparable. The data collected during the observation sessions was first transcribed,
then content analysis was applied. Content analysis methods included category creation, coding of the content from
the transcribed observation guides, logging of frequent occurrences of categories and finally interpretation of results.
Within the three institutions participating in the case studies, observation took place in two undergraduate modules
and a master’s module. The content on the courses differed due to the educational level and learning outcomes, however
common topics between the three modules included decision trees, support vector machines and the k-means algorithm.
Two of the courses did refresher mathematics sessions and covered deep learning. Interspersed within the lectures for
all of the modules were practical real-life examples, the lecturers of each course also discussed their research within the
field which appeared to further engage the students.
The amount of student and lecturer interaction was varied amongst the institutions with interaction being at a
minimum within some lectures. At university B, students were given a group task within each lecture which enabled
active learning and appeared to increase student engagement as the students expected to be questioned on the content.
This teachingmethod also furthered interaction between the lecturer and students as the learners were more forthcoming
with questions on concepts which they did not understand.
The number of students attending each lecture varied per session, university A had the highest average attendance at
95%, however attendance tailed off during the week of guest lectures. University C was a much smaller class of around
fifteen students, however attendance was fairly consistent across all sessions. University B had consistent attendance of
around thirty-five students which was an average attendance of 58%.
Specific questions that students asked during the lectures often pertained to the merits of choosing specific models
over others, for example one student asked, “what is the advantage of the support vector machine over logistic
regression?” Other questions related to mathematical notation and the backpropagation algorithm.
5 SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
5.1 Mathematics Anxiety and Educational Background
Based upon analysis of the online information, interviews and questionnaires with the lecturers, some AI modules
require a formal mathematics qualification or in-depth knowledge of mathematics topics pertinent to AI. Some of
the modules offer booster sessions, however a lack of uniformity in prerequisites may lead to a disparity in students’
understanding of theoretical issues within AI and a lack of preparedness amongst the cohort of students. For example,
two of the institutions listed in the top 50 UK universities [20] do not list any prerequisites for undertaking their AI
based courses. However, the type of modules they offer, such as Machine Learning, and Computer Vision cover topics
which require a mathematical basis to fully understand the content. Offering AI as an interdisciplinary course will also
have implications relating to pre-requisites and technical skills. One lecturer who was interviewed stated that they “can
tell students come from different backgrounds” and that some students struggle with the terminology and applying
their previous knowledge to a new topic.
Within the interviews and questionnaires with the lecturers, a consensus was reached that the mathematical aspects
of the module are where students encounter the most difficulty. However, within the questionnaires completed by
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students in the case studies, average self-reported confidence in mathematics was above a five for all participating
institutions. This may be due to a reluctance to admit low confidence in mathematics skills at this educational level.
There was some disparity in mathematics attainment level for the two universities who completed the questionnaires,
within the postgraduate module (university A) the majority of students had an A-Level in mathematics. However, on
the undergraduate module (university B) the majority of students had achieved GCSE level mathematics. Within the
UK education system, GCSE qualifications are level 1 and 2 depending on grade achieved, A-Levels are level 3, an
undergraduate degree is level 6 and master’s degree level is level 7 [33].
Although students on the postgraduate module had a high-level of mathematics attainment and the average level
of mathematics confidence was 6.6, 71% of the students expected to find the theoretical side of the module more
complex than the practical aspects. This correlates with the findings from the lecturer interviews which supported
the claim that students have greater difficulty comprehending the theory of AI. However, the majority of students
on the undergraduate module found the practical aspects more difficult than the theory. One interesting finding and
possible explanation in the disparity between the students on the postgraduate module mathematics confidence level
and expectation to find the theory more difficult is that the students lack self-regulation and metacognition skills. The
students on the undergraduate module reported their use of more holistic learning strategies such as goal setting and
reflection, however the students on the postgraduate module did not use such techniques.
5.2 Threshold Concepts
Identification of the threshold concepts within the area of AI and creation of a domain framework will give lecturers
understanding of the topics within this domain which are considered core knowledge and may be a source of difficulty
for students. There were two strands towards identifying the threshold concepts, these were, 1. topics deemed essential
to teach as identified through the online analysis, interviews and questionnaires with the lecturers and 2. topics the
students had difficulty with, identified through observation, interviews and student questionnaires.
The most frequently taught topics within the AI modules in the case studies included decision trees, support vector
machine, k-means algorithm and specific deep learning models such as convolutional neural networks and recurrent
neural networks. The online analysis showed a wide range of topics which are covered within the AI domain, from
specific applications of AI such as computer vision, to introductory machine learning modules. However, nearly all of
the modules contained content relating to supervised and unsupervised models and some form of deep learning.
The topics students most frequently identified as challenging were mainly related to deep learning, particularly
multi-layer perceptrons, convolutional neural networks, recurrent neural networks and the backpropagation algorithm.
Lecturers in this domain also highlighted clustering as a pivotal topic which corresponded with the student response
that they had difficulty particularly with the k-means algorithm.
5.3 Pedagogies and Best Practice
Consistent with other areas of computing education, the use of problem based learning and practical examples are seen
by both lecturers and students as an effective learning method for AI. Alongside practical examples, the use of real-life
examples were highlighted by lecturers in the questionnaires, interviews and observations. The use of these methods
not only contextualises the theoretical knowledge within the applied context but also appeared to increase engagement.
The lecturers in all of the observed modules also took time to discuss their research within the AI domain which seemed
to further immerse the students in their learning. Within AI modules there seems a greater importance in the use of
practical, real-life examples as opposed to traditional computing courses. One of the possible explanations for this is





















































20 Allen, McGough and Devlin
the amount of content that can be covered on these types of courses, two of the lecturers interviewed mentioned that
students often complain about the amount of content covered. Assimilating the different learning algorithms taught
into a practical context, for example deciding which model to use has shown to be an issue for the students as identified
by the student questions on the one-minute paper.
The assessment procedure for these types of courses, identified through the online analysis and interviews, detail
that a mix of exams and coursework is the most common form of assessment. The pedagogical foundation for this
assessment methodology is that exams test the student’s theoretical understanding, and the coursework determines
the student’s practical execution of the topics learnt. For students to more readily associate the theoretical aspects
of this domain to their practical application there is a need to include more formative work within these types of
courses. For example, through supplementary material which students can work through independently to gauge their
understanding of concepts, this may also increase student self-efficacy and consequently enable them to become more
self-regulated.
Preliminary results from the data analysis suggests that in the modules covered by our study, lecturers often referred
students to additional online resources for further information. This supports earlier research where it was found
that students are not using textbooks as often and are turning to the internet instead [7]. The shortfall in consistency
relating to course prerequisites, specifically mathematics knowledge and the apparent lack of student confidence and
capability relating to the theory of AI suggests that both students and lecturers may benefit from an AI online learning
tool to supplement module content.
6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Teaching Strategies
One of the most important issues pertinent to any educational context is awareness of student engagement levels and
the variation of skills and contextual knowledge students possess. It is a valuable skill that lecturers are adaptable within
their learning methods to meet the varying student requirements. Aligning with threshold concepts and recognising that
some topics will require a longer time to be spent ensuring the students understand these topics is particularly relevant
within the field of AI as there are a number of foundation issues such as feature engineering and backpropagation
which are often difficult to understand. These topics are essential to understand in order to build a machine learning
model and were identified as topics students had difficulty understanding. One possible method to engage the learners
and help overcome threshold concepts is the use of practical, real-life examples. For example, deep learning, especially
models centered around artificial neural networks were identified as a potential threshold concept, one possible method
to help students build a better mental model of this concept is by comparing the artificial neural network to human
learning and neural networks in the brain. Students are often engaged and enthusiastic about learning about themselves
and this correlation will help them to build a stronger mental model of deep learning. However, it is essential to indicate
that this mapping isn’t exact to avoid further confusion. A lack of a clear mental model can cause anxiety and low
self-efficacy in the student’s belief that they can achieve within their module. Students may not have an effective model
and may be “susceptible to the fiction that ML has a “hidden mind” [29], therefore it is of particular importance within
AI modules to clearly define key concepts.
There was some disparity between the two universities (A and B) which participated in the questionnaires with
regard to which aspect of their module they expected or found the hardest. The students on the postgraduate module
who had the higher mathematics attainment expected the theory to be more complex to learn. However, the students
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on the undergraduate module experienced more difficulty with the practical elements, although this module was not as
mathematically intensive. As evidenced by the online analysis, there is a wide variety of modules offered within the
AI domain, with some offering more applied content and others focusing on the theory of a particular sub-discipline
such as deep learning. The lack of uniformity regarding course prerequisites and variety of educational backgrounds
may lead to difficulty for students within either the practical or theoretical aspects of the module. Therefore, it may
be worthwhile offering refresher sessions or supplementary material for mathematics and programming to eliminate
any disparity in knowledge levels as well as increase student self-efficacy in their ability to comprehend the more
challenging aspects of the module.
A beneficial technique to scaffold engagement in lectures, recognised as part of the observations is the use of group
activities. Group activities have been shown to increase student motivation as well as offering the students a perceived
support system which is often not felt when working individually [60][52]. Initiating the lecture by giving an overview
of the session structure and alerting the students to the fact that there will be an activity, led to students paying greater
attention and engaging more with the content. It also fostered a more dynamic and open relationship not only between
peers, but also between peers and the lecturer. As a consequence, there was a marked difference between the number of
questions the students asked the lecturer in one institution as opposed to the other institutions observed.
6.2 Mathematics Anxiety and Self-Efficacy
The results from the study, in particular the student questionnaire indicated the students felt somewhat confident
in their mathematics ability. However, the Russell Group cohort of students (university A) overwhelmingly stated
that they thought they would struggle the most with the theoretical aspect of AI which is intrinsically linked with
mathematics. The variability in students’ educational background, both societal and educational, may impact upon
their ability to employ appropriate learning strategies to overcome these difficulties with the theoretical material, for
example by linking their previous learning with the new material. If students have low self-efficacy, they may not
have the emotional capability to persist when in the liminal state of a threshold concept. Equipping students with
metacognitive skills and training them to become more self-regulated learners may help build up student resilience
when encountering challenging educational scenarios.
Potential strategies to alleviate mathematics anxiety and to boost student’s self-efficacy includes retesting and
offering refresher sessions within an AI course to try and balance the inequality of knowledge. Offering retesting within
a course can benefit the students in a number of ways as the initial test result works as a form of feedback for the
students. A successful experience within a test can counteract the feeling of failure experienced in the past, it can
also act as a psychological safety net for students who experience exam anxiety [50] which has also been linked to
mathematics anxiety [3]. The results from the online analysis indicated that a significant percentage of AI courses use
exams as a form of assessment, offering retesting or low stakes tests throughout the course may ease student anxiety
pertaining to this form of assessment, as well as boosting student’s self-efficacy by gaining feedback on their progress.
Distance learning has also been shown to benefit student anxiety in relation to mathematics [89]. The concept of
distance learning and online learning are often used synonymously, technological advances have updated distance
learning methods to provide access to greater educational provision [62]. The findings from both the interviews
with AI lecturers and the student questionnaire indicate that online resources are a popular learning tool within this
domain. Creation of an online tool incorporating mathematics knowledge specific to AI and incorporation of different
metacognition and self-efficacy strategies may help students to ultimately become more self-regulated and to aid their
anxiety relating to mathematics and the theory of AI.
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6.3 Confidence
Students’ confidence and their ability to reflect accurately on their own learning are important skills in academia as it
allows greater control over learning. Equipping students with strategies to reflect and self-regulate is often not a priority
on academic courses due to time constraints, however, it has been shown that interventions focused on equipping
students with learning strategies have improved assessment outcomes [38].
The use of the one-minute paper was to encourage the students to reflect upon their experiences within the course
and to enable them to express their concerns regarding specific content. The one-minute paper was employed on a
block taught module, this type of format is more intensive than a traditional layout with teaching taking place over a
shorter timescale, for example over one semester. The one-minute paper was particularly appropriate for this teaching
style due to the intensity and fast pace of instruction. The one-minute paper may be a particularly relevant strategy
for AI courses due to the concerns expressed by the students that these modules are too fast paced and cover a lot of
material. The one-minute paper can be used to not only engage the students in reflection, but to also alert the lecturer
to any topics the students are struggling with.
Another possible method of bolstering student confidence is through the use of sequential tasks which increase in
difficulty over a period of time. This would enable the student to gain positive experiences within the AI domain instead
of starting at a high complexity level which almost immediately causes the student to doubt their ability. However, a
balance needs to be struck with the complexity level to ensure that some higher-achieving students are not deterred
from continuing in their studies if they feel the material is “too easy”. This is especially pertinent in AI courses due to
cohort diversity. One method of improving student confidence based upon the findings from the observations is to create
an open and supportive educational environment. This approach enabled students to freely ask questions throughout
their learning session, expressing aspects of the material which they did not understand and sharing knowledge with
their peers.
6.4 Threshold Concepts
Rountree [76] describes the role of threshold concepts as providing a “model for academics in higher education to
develop their teaching and support learning.” Identification of these concepts within AI will increase lecturers’ awareness
of the specific aspects of this field that students may encounter difficulties with, and they can then plan and implement
learning strategies to aid with the students’ understanding. Due to the limitations of the data collection in regard to
response rate and narrow selection of institutions and modules, the potential threshold concepts identified in this study
will require further research to bolster these findings. However, these findings have contributed towards a framework
for teaching AI as topics to be aware of which may cause students difficulty.
The results from this research indicate that deep learning is an area that students are either encountering issues with
or is seen as an important topic which requires greater instruction time. For example, three out of the five lecturers
who were interviewed taught deep learning within their course and within the one-minute paper, students specifically
mentioned the recurrent neural network and multi-layer perceptron as being the most testing to comprehend. Further
research is needed to discover exactly what the issue is surrounding these models. However, both of these models are
neural networks which may indicate a wider issue with comprehension of this architecture. Students also mentioned
difficulty with the backpropagation algorithm within the one-minute paper, which is also intrinsic to neural networks.
Based upon the observation sessions, neural networks are currently being taught in the same manner as other concepts
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in AI. The findings from this study indicate that concepts relating to neural networks may be proving difficult and that
this topic may need different learning methods.
6.5 Towards a Framework for Teaching AI
Working towards a framework for teaching AI requires identification of the threshold concepts, barriers the students
may face in their learning, issues lecturers face and establishing the best practices in pedagogy. This paper initiates the
process of creation of the framework, however, iteration of the data collection at a wider scale and with inclusion of
more diverse institutions will be required to fully deliver the framework.
The initial outline of the framework, as identified in this paper, starts with the prerequisites for undertaking a
module in AI. Depending on the type of module and learning outcomes, prerequisites are often listed, however, due
to the variability in educational backgrounds it is good practice to offer either revision sessions on mathematics or
programming and to provide supplementary material. The refresher sessions may also help to alleviate any anxiety
the students have in either their mathematics and technical skills, providing the supplementary material as a distance
learning opportunity, with the use of low stakes questioning with optional retesting may also improve the student’s
self-efficacy and allow them to build confidence in their skills.
The main threshold concepts identified within this study were within the domain of deep learning, particularly
convolutional and recurrent neural networks, multilayer perceptrons and backpropagation. It is important for lecturers
to align their teaching strategies with some of the difficulties the students may face when learning the threshold
concepts. Some of the best practices for teaching AI identified in this study include the use of practical examples and
problem-based learning to embed and contextualize the theoretical knowledge. The use of real-life examples is also
important to help the students build an appropriate mental model, for example by associating artificial neural networks
with the human brain.
Alongside the AI content it is useful to incorporate activities for reflection and self-regulation to assist the students
in their learning and to improve their metacognition. Potential activities include the use of group exercises, this will
also help foster relationships between the lecturer and students as well as increase engagement within the lectures. The
use of the one-minute paper within this study revealed its value and versatility as a method for the lecturer to monitor
progress as well as helping the students to reflect on any difficulties they are encountering.
7 FUTUREWORK
This analysis of the AI education domain has enabled insight into some of the difficulties both students and lecturers
can encounter within this field. As with any research project there are limitations, many of the limitations of this study
centre around low response rate and proliferation of similar types of universities both within the case studies and the
online systematic review of modules, as only a snapshot of universities were analysed. We may have missed courses
which did cover some form of AI as we did not have access to all of the course material and the lecturer may be teaching
aspects of this domain without explicitly stating this in the syllabus. However, this study has led to a basis for further
research and some ideas for implementing possible solutions to the issues raised by both lecturers and students. Some
of these possible solutions will be trialed within a new Deep Learning module currently being developed.
Repetition of the online review of modules with both a wider scope of universities and geographical area will enable
further insight into the type of AI courses being offered. Alongside this review, the questionnaire for lecturers will also
be sent with the aim to recruit more participants for both the questionnaires and as potential case studies. Iteration of
the data collection methods for students within differing cohorts will enable further analysis of the barriers students
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encounter when undertaking education within this area. The further research will enable greater investigation into the
best practices and provide more data and insights for the framework, including conformation of the threshold concepts
in AI.
8 CONCLUSION
The growing interest in AI related courses at HE level, juxtaposed with the shortage of skilled individuals to fill the
increasing number of posts within this sector necessitates research into the educational provision within this field. This
article has explored many facets of educational difficulties and has proposed a number of strategies to help mitigate
these issues. The aim of this paper was to identify potential best practices and to initiate the creation of a framework for
teaching AI. Some of the best practices identified through this study include the necessity to outline clear prerequisites,
specifically related to the module content and learning outcomes. However, the use of prerequisites will not eliminate
the variation in student educational background, therefore offering refresher sessions is important to attempt to align
knowledge, particularly in mathematics and programming. Alongside the differences in student educational background,
students may also experience a lack of confidence in particular aspects of the module, for example, the Russell Group
university which participated in the case study had the highest level of mathematics attainment, however the majority
of students expected to struggle with the theory of machine learning. One identified strategy to improve student
confidence is through the use of supplementary material, particularly resources which offer students the opportunity to
improve their self-efficacy, for example through reflection.
One of the teaching strategies which was highlighted as useful by both the lecturers and students was the use
of practical and real-life examples to help the students build a mental model and embed the theory within a usable,
practical context. Practical examples are prevalent throughout computing education; however, we feel they have higher
importance in building the students mental model within the AI domain. This is due to the inherent differences between
AI and other computing domains, where the majority of students will have experience. For example, in traditional
programming the programmer creates the steps detailing how to achieve the outcome, whereas in machine learning
the programmer defines the objective “that the system is trying to maximise” [84] and the verification task “is not a
proof of logical correctness, but rather a statistical demonstration of effectiveness” [84]. These concepts can be alien
and difficult to grasp for students who have experience within other computing domains, which as we have seen from
the online review that AI modules are mainly offered as part of computing degree programmes.
In conjunction with the identification of barriers to student learning, determining the threshold concepts within this
domain was also an important step towards the framework. Our main criteria for the threshold concepts were topics
which were core to comprehending the domain and topics which both students and lecturers identified as difficult. The
core topics identified pertained to supervised and unsupervised learning, specifically models such as decision trees, the
support vector machine and the k-means algorithm. The majority of courses also covered some form of deep learning,
specifically artificial neural networks. There was some overlap between topics deemed essential to teach and topics
which students had difficulty learning, including the support vector machine and the k-means algorithm. Identification
of these topics is the first step towards creating a clearly defined set of threshold concepts, which will require further
iterations of this study with a more diverse set of participants.
This study contributes to a limited pool of research pertaining to AI education. We sought to provide guidance
on pedagogical strategies to lecturers within this field and further the understanding of the difficulties faced when
undertaking education within this domain with the aim of improving student experience.
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A.1 Link to the student questionnaire
The link is to the questionnaire the students were asked to complete on completion of their Machine Learning module
at university A: https://doi.org/10.25405/data.ncl.16587017.v1.
A.2 Link to the lecturer questionnaire
The link is to the questionnaire sent to lecturers who teach some form of AI course: https://doi.org/10.25405/data.ncl.
16587020.v1
A.3 One-Minute Paper
The link below is for the one-minute paper for week one of the Machine Learning module at university A: https:
//doi.org/10.25405/data.ncl.16587038.v1
A.4 InterviewQuestions
The link below contains the questions for the semi-structured interviews with the lecturers: https://doi.org/10.25405/
data.ncl.16587071.v1
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